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eDocOrganizer is a free electronic organizer tool that can organize and archive text, graphics, and URLs. with the power of a
database, with the simplicity of a word processor. It can organize your text and graphics into as many as 75 electronic folders
(categories), and into as many as 75 electronic drawers (files), each folder can hold as many as 709 documents. Included with
eDocOrganizer is "eDoc Organizer Browser," an internet research tool that enables you to search the web for a particular topic,
a particular document title, or a particular word. ? Easily paste text and graphics from the internet. eDoc Organizer Browser
enables you to easily paste in text and graphics from the internet, clean up internet text, edit, format, perform find-and-replace,
spell check, sort, word search, and print. ? Quickly find documents from your collection. Search by date or by category. Search
by title, or find documents by the first character of their titles. eDoc Organizer can be used as a scrapbook, a word processor, a
database, and a internet research tool. Just use eDoc Organizer for yourself and your family, then use it for your own
documents, articles, newsletters, and internet searches. Pasting in a graphic from the internet is extremely easy. One click of
the mouse, and you are instantly pasting the graphic into your document. Just drag the graphic from the internet into your
document. Your job is done. eDoc Organizer Scrapbook: The eDoc Organizer Scrapbook provides a very flexible and powerful
way to organize and archive text, graphics, and URLs into separate folders. Clicking on a menu button will bring up the menu,
with the sub-menus and sub-menus having their own sub-menus. At the bottom of the menu is a "Quit" button, so that the
menu can be accessed at any time. eDoc Organizer will format your text, add hyperlinks to the web, and email to you with the
words "Pasted From" written at the top of the document. Pasting In Text: To paste in text into eDoc Organizer, click the left
mouse button and drag the mouse across the page and onto the highlighted text. A double-click of the mouse will paste the
text. Pasting In Graphic:
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? KeyMacro is an easy-to-use word processing macro recorder. ? For more info click: Contact A+ Records: ? [email protected]
? (408) 953-5557 ? (510) 842-4198 ? Email us for a sample of Macros recorded in KeyMacro. ? KeyMacro is easy-to-use,
simply record the actions you perform in a Word or other word processing document. ? The macro recorder will automatically
record the actions you perform within your Word document, including typing text, formatting text, inserting graphics, moving
text or graphics, copying text or graphics, and more. ? When you're done recording the macro, just press "Record" to play back
the recorded actions. ? You can also specify in advance what you want to occur when you press the "Record" button. ? The
macro recorder does not open the file during recording, so you can be confident that your confidential or proprietary data is
safe. ? KeyMacro can record and save multiple macro actions in a single Word document. ? Easy to learn, and simple to use. ?
The free trial version can be used for 30 days to create as many macros as you want. ? For example, if you have a big email
that you need to update with dozens of changes, a simple macro recording process can save a lot of time. ? Of course, if you
are going to be making frequent changes to your Word document, then KeyMacro is definitely the tool for you. KeyMacro is a
free product. A one-time purchase gives you 30-days to try the software. A serial number is then automatically emailed to you,
allowing you to keep using the free version, if you wish. You can either use the free version or upgrade to a single-user license,
which will allow you to use one copy of the software with unlimited licenses. After the trial period expires, you are
automatically charged the single-user license fee. If you need to add additional users to your license, you can either upgrade to
a multi-user license, or purchase the single-user license at a discounted rate. More information is available in the full
KeyMacro FAQ at 1d6a3396d6
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eDocOrganizer is a powerful organization and archiving system which can be used for nearly any type of title-text-date
collection of information. You can build your own database with unlimited folders, folders, folders, articles, and files. All
articles can be text, graphics, and files, including sound, URLs, and more. All files can be text, graphics, and documents
including sound, and files, including picture, word, excel, spreadsheets, and PDF files. You can store the text of articles, the
sound of files, the text of files, pictures, graphics, and any type of other files into unlimited folders. Every folder can be
searchable. This is an eDocOrganizer Screenshots Tour Description: eDocOrganizer is a powerful organization and archiving
system which can be used for nearly any type of title-text-date collection of information. You can build your own database
with unlimited folders, folders, folders, articles, and files. All articles can be text, graphics, and files, including sound, URLs,
and more. All files can be text, graphics, and documents including sound, and files, including picture, word, excel,
spreadsheets, and PDF files. You can store the text of articles, the sound of files, the text of files, pictures, graphics, and any
type of other files into unlimited folders. Every folder can be searchable. eDocOrganizer's features: - Unlimited folders.
Unlimited folders with unlimited files, folders, folders, folders, folders, folders, folders and folders and folders and folders and
folders and folders and folders and folders and folders and folders and folders and folders and folders and folders and folders
and folders and folders and folders and folders and folders and folders and folders and folders and folders and folders and
folders and folders and folders and folders and folders and folders and folders and folders and folders and folders and folders
and folders and folders and folders and folders and folders and folders and folders and folders and folders and folders and
folders and folders and folders and folders and folders and folders and folders and folders and folders and folders and folders
and folders and folders and folders and folders and folders and folders and folders and folders and folders and folders and
folders and folders and folders and folders and folders and folders and folders and folders and folders and folders and folders
and folders and folders and folders and folders and folders and folders and folders and folders and folders and folders and
folders and folders and folders and folders and folders and folders and folders and folders

What's New In?

Version: 2.1 (release date: 3/15/2004) eDocOrganizer is a professional, award winning, email archiving and organizing tool
designed to help you organize and archive your email and online research into a personalized online document library. As a
unique eDoc organizer, eDocOrganizer keeps the same text format (HTML) as your email, but arranges it into folders and files
based on your email categories. You can sort, search and print them in any order, edit, sort, rearrange, reformat, spell-check,
and change font styles. You can collect email addresses and other text and graphics from the internet and store them in
multiple folders, like accounts, past emails, or other categories. You can also perform a find-and-replace to clean up internet
text, edit, format, sort, word search, and print. eDocOrganizer can be used to archive and organize your text, pictures, graphics,
sound, URLs, and email addresses from a variety of online sources including Yahoo!, MSN, AOL, AT&T, Compuserve, Ask
Jeeves, Friendster, Excite, and others. You can import from most web browsers like Internet Explorer, Netscape, Mozilla, K-
Meleon, Opera, Safari, and others. You can organize your information into up to 75 folders, which are named electronically
and displayed as electronic drawers, just like a folder on a real-world desktop. Each folder can hold up to 99 files. You can
perform a simple search in a single folder or perform a complex search in multiple folders. You can also perform a "category
search" and find the same content as a single category. eDocOrganizer is a simple, fast, affordable solution to most any text-
based file archiving and organizing task. It can be used to organize, archive, edit, reformat, find, spell-check, and print articles
from the internet, internal memos, and email. Uses: eDocOrganizer is used to archive and organize many different types of
content: articles, memos, notes, research, instant messages, comments, etc. Paste text from the internet directly into a folder...
or use eDocOrganizer's built-in email-archiving and importing features to store Internet content. Import Internet articles into a
folder... select articles by category... perform a find-and-replace to clean up the article... save it to a file or paste to a separate
folder. Find a URL for a resource... store it in a folder... find more URL's in the same folder. Organize your articles... put them
in a folder named "Internet Resources"... you can also store them as a single file. Reformat articles... sort the articles
alphabetically... insert graphic elements... store these in
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System Requirements For EDocOrganizer:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7, 8.1, 10 Processor: Intel i5 2500K @ 4.5 GHz, AMD Ryzen 3 1300X @ 3.4 GHz, Intel i7 3770 @
3.5 GHz Memory: 16 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970, AMD Radeon R9 290 DirectX: Version 11 Network:
Broadband Internet connection Storage: 54 GB available space Input Devices: Keyboard & Mouse Additional Notes: The Wall
of Light uses more CPU
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